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PREAMBLE 

Sandip~lhe flamboyant patriot, the dashing fire-eating 
swadeshi immortalized by Rabindranath in lhc novel Ghare
Baire ('Home and the World ')-at a point of stress breaks 
with his far too ornate style and shies away from his habitual 
pyrotechnics. For once he leaves behind the subterfuge of 
convoluted expressions and goes for the simplicity of the 
unclutte red. And, in making the passage from the 
inflammatory to the unadorned, from the prolix to the bare, 
Sandip supplies the readers with the clue vital to the 
unmasking of his own political enterprise-he gives his game 
away with almost child-like naivety. Sandip, of course, is too 
clever to make the clue public. He takes care to keep that 
one moment of rare candor secret-he buries it in his 
personal diary. 

To find justifications for the erotic impulsion that draws 
him towards the wife of a trusting friend-an impulsion that 
would invariably co.unt as a major moral lapse for any public-· 
figure even by his most docile, devoted fo llower-Sandip 
advances a rather daring thesis apropos the 'Indian ' 
mentality. H e conceives of an awesome 'generality'-a 
'generality ' that knows no 'exception' and spares none . 
Sandip confides in his diary, 'By birth I am an Indian. As a 
result, no matter h ow much I shout that to deprive oneself 
[of sensual pleasures] is sheer madness, I can never wholly 
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rid myself of the toxin of [de-erotized] austerity or sattvikata 
that runs in my blood' .1 

Sandip laments the difficulty of disavowing the clinging, 
cloying residua l ideo logy centered on th e theme of 
'sublimation'. To score the point, he uses a word derived 
from the word sattva. And, sattva-as many pre-modern 
Indian texts explain, for example, the Gita in chapter 14 in 
great de tails-is one of the three gu1Jas o r 'modes' which 
bind the 'embodied' , 'the imperishable dweller in the body', 
to the body.2 The other two are the rajas and the tamas. 
While rajas promotes ' passion' and lamas 'dullness', sattva 
'overpowers' both passion and dullness.3 

Sandip alludes to sattva; and that immediately brings to 
mind the other two. Sandip's thesis then takes on a n ew 
colour and becomes: the staying-power of the Indian raju.~ is 
far too limited ; dullards as they are, Indians quickly tire. of 
the exacting demands of full-bloodied passion and, sooner 
or later, settle down on the plateau of impassive 'goodness'; 
in place of maximizing pleasures ob tainable from the body, 
they adopt the minimalist approach and tend towards self
denial; such is the state and size of an average Indian's psyche 
that even wh en h e responds positive ly to mundane 
materiality, h e is overpowered by the ban al spirituality of 
austerity. 

Sandip h owever is fully aware tha t India ' s tryst with 
d estiny h as brought her close to a horizon of n ewer 
possibilities. T h e swadeshi fervor, the urge for 'se lf-rule' 
generated by Lord Curzon 's imperious decision to partitio n 
Bengal has gripped a sizable section of the po pulation . The 
fact that the emergent ideology of an ti-imperialism is fast 
becoming consolidated indicates tha t if Indians seize the 
mo~ent, they may succeed in capturing the state apparatus 
and Instate the model of autonomous 'n ation ' admired by 
every self-respecting bourgeois-citizen. But th e practical 
problem is, wh ile the category of 'nation-state', at least on 
paper, requires clarity o [ thought in matters rela ting tO the 
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mundane, the material and the secular, the agents involved 
in the transformative programme launched in Bengal lack 
the intellect to appreciate them in their fullness. Nothing 
can prevent Indians from weakening the contingent-sensitive 
rajas requisite for nation-building by the sattva mode 
permanently ingrained in them. 

Sandip underscores the point that this a truth grasped 
by every leader- and that, in its tum, has contributed to the 
deceit of devising an ideological hoax. Lest the current rajas
fever dies down and Indians fail to reap dividends from the 
falling stock of the Empire, the swadeshi sages, the shepherds 
of lamb-like volunteers, have gone for a deliberate in-mixing 
of the rajas with the sattva mode. They now parade the 
spurious compound as a necessary component of India's 
national 'self-hood '. San dip writes in his diary, ' [It is because 
of the preponderance of the sattva mode that] a peculiar 
thing is happening in our country. We are now raising with 
full force the call of religion [dharma] and the call of nation 
[desh] at once-we now need the Gila and the [slogan] 
Vande Mataram both at the same time'.4 What is interesting 
is Sandip in his diary yaws to put a stop to the cacophony 
created by the clash between the two clarion-calls. · H e 
expresses the wish to blot out all 'messages' that speak ill of 
sensuousness or h edonism. But then , he was communicating 
to himself. 

Sandip's aversion for religiosity is beyond doubt. But he 
is also pragmatic. He knows, to succeed in life, one has to 
learn to preserve appearances. So, instead of announcing 
his aversion to the world h e does his utmost to solidify the 
newly-coined political vocabulary. He chooses the softer (and 
in his case, also the cynical) option of ' combining' the calls 
of dharma and desk. Furthermore, in a heated exchange 
with an old man, a veteran teacher who had the outrageous 
temerity of making a few critical remarks about the 'means' 
adopted by swadeshi leaders, Sandip actually spells out the 
'principle ' which could unite th e spirit of patriotism 
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epitomized by the 'national slogan ' Vande Mataram and the 
spirit of 'dedication" epitomized by the Gitii'. Cutting short 
the old man's metaphorically-put retort, ' if we, who have 
never tilled the land before think that we will reap the crop 
in no time, then-', Sandip not only replaces 'the crop' by 
the metaphor of 'fruits', h e a lso switches from Bangia to 
Sanskrit. Terribly pleased with himself for having rendered 
the old foggy dumbfounded, Sandip records this verbal 
parrying in his diary with particular relish. And the note
composed in reported speech but with a swagger that 
outsmarts even Sandip-has the additional merit of showing 
how the first person plural is subsumed by the first person 
singular in the utterance of men who claim to 'represent' 
people. San dip writes' in his personal journal: ' I said, we do 
not want crops. We say .. .'. And, what was the 'statement of 
faith' to which the multitude supposedly subscribed ? To 
silence the exaspe rating teach er, Sandip resorts to the 
second part of the first line of the 47th sloka of the 2nd 
chapter of the Gitii. A specimen of sparkling wit and splendid 
conceit, the full retort reads: 'I said, we do not want crops. 
We say, mii phale~u kadiicana'. 5 

Rabindranath Thakur's (186.1-1941 9 Ghare-Baire was 
serialized in Sabuj Patra in 1915 and was published in book
fo rm in 1916. Writte n in a p e riod when the swadeshi 
sentiment was still strong, the novel opens up many routes 
by which one can trace the trajectory bf India 's then 
burgeoning nationalism. One such rouQe is suggested by 
Sandip's triple invocation of (a) Vande Mataram, the word 
that began to be popularized by swadeshz' volunteers from 
1904,6 (b) Gitii, the text which began to move to the centre 
of the discursive domain ot: the English-educated Be ngali 
bhadralok from th~ 1880's7 and (c) Oitii 2.47, the sloka that 
in the climate of modern herme n e utics cam e to b e 
designated the kcrnel-sloka of the hallowed Book. It may or 
may not come as a surprise that the name that resonates 
with all three of Sandip's invocations is the name of one 
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individual: Bankimchandra C}?.attopadhyay (1838-1894) . 
Bankim authored the nove l Anandamath (1882) which 
includes the Vande Mataram poem; h e produced the 
unfinished but hugely influential commentary on the Gita~ 
(Chapters 1 and 2: published in a journal: 1886-88; Chapters 
1 to 4.19: published in book-form: 1902)8; and, it was Bankim, 
who, besides identifying 2.47, 3.21 and 4.11 as being three 
'great sentences' (mahiibakya) of the Gitdl, was among the 
first to argue that 2.4 7 held the key to the Book. 

But, before we can begin to historicize Sandip's triple 
invocation and subject it to a sustained political scrutiny, we 
need to digress a little and re-view the literature of Gita 
commentaries and translations with special reference to 
2.47. 

I 

If one studies the Gitii' independently, one is hopelessly puzzled at first by 
internal contradictions ... as well as by meaningless repetitions. 

Brajendra Nath Seal, 
The Gita: A Syntheticlnterpretation10 [1930] 

In their monumental survey Bhagavadgitanuvada: A Study in 
Transcultural Translation (1983), Winand M. Callewaert and 
Shilanand Hemraj observe at one point, 'The quintessence 
of the Gita is often recognized in the verse 2.47 ... [a verse] 
which has defied the translation skill of the best writers and 
poets' .II This indeed is strange-such is the quality of the 
'quintessence' that its very 'recognition ' becomes a source 
of a general bafflement; so elusive is the 'quintessence' that 
even knowledgeable translators, including artists gifted with 
especial compositional powers, encounter immense 
difficulties in retaining the message encoded in 2.47; the 
'condensation' achieved by their interpretative exercises 
ge ts diffused whenever they undertake the task of 
' disp laceme nt ' ! What co uld be the reason for this 
extraordinary failure? 
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Debabrata Mallik gives ·an inkling of a solution to the 
riddle. Mallik, in his 1982 bodk on Rabindranath, maintained 
that while in Sanskrit mii could be employed either as a 
particle of prohibition or as a particle of negation, the latter 
is conspicuously absent in the thirteen principal, that is, 
Vedic, Upan4ads and the Gita. 1 ~ 

Even if we choose to steer clear from issues involving 
grammatical niceties, Debabra:ta Mallik's assertion helps us 
in extracting two different utterances from 2.47: in one ma 
appears as particle of prohibition in its first line and in the 
other ma appears as particle of negation in the same. The 
distance between the two utterances becomes more 
pronounced once we re-call that in line one of 2.47, karma'l}y 
eva 'dhikaras te mii phale$u kadacana, the word adhikaral/ 
actually occurs twice: first after eva in the 'stated' form and 
second after kadacana or phale~u in the 'unstated ' form. 
Putting the words according to syntax the sentence has the 
look:13 

karma?Jy + eva + te + adhikaral} + kadacana + phale$U + 
( adhikaral}) + ma 

If we retain the words karma and adhikaral} in the 
original but put to use the two particles separately, we obtain 
these two utterances: 

Utterance 1: particle of prohibition for mii: 
(in) karma + alone + you (have) + adhikaral} + ever + (in) 
fruits + (adhikiiral}) + let (you) not have 
'l!tterance II: particle of negation for mii: 
(m) karma + alone + you (have) + adhikiiral}, + ever + (in) 
fruits + (adhikaral},) + (you) do not have 

The moment we arrange the words in terms of syritax 
the most significant difference between the two utterances 
leaps to the eyes: the choice of particle has a decisive impact 
on the unstated adhikara/:1-. Ma used as particle of negation 
(Utterance II) renders to the unstated adhikara?t the same 
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semantic charge as possessed by the stated adhikaral}
whatever be the signified attached to the signifier of the 
stated adhikaral}, it completely takes over the signifier of 
the unstated adhikaral}; outright negation has the effect of 
flattening out the sentence and constituting a speech-vector 
that has 'unity of direction' by the virtue of the fact that its 
stated as well as unstated adhikara/J, are equal in 'magnitude'. 
On the other hand, the situation is more relaxed when ma 
is used as a particle of prohibition (Utterance I)-it allows 
the unstated adhikaral} to mean something quite different 
from the stated adhikaral}; the signified that can be associated 
with the signifier of the unstated adhikaral} need have no a
priori connection with the signified of the stated adhikaral}; 
the two signifieds can be quite independent of each other. 

The.importance of ma's role in the opening sentence of 
2.47 cannot be overestimated. This is particularly so because 
elsewhere in the Gila there is no scope of ambiguity of 
meaning involving the particle. In all, ma occurs seven times 
in the Oita: thrice in 2.4 7, and once each in 2.3, 11.34, 16.5 
and 18.66. Expressions like ma bhur (2.47 second line), ma 
astv (2.47 second nne), klaibyarh ma sma gamal} (2.3), ma 
vyathi~~ha (11.34), ma fucal} (16.5 and 18.66) rule out the 
possibility of deploying min the sense of simple negative na 
or 'not' .I4 

Let us now make a quick survey of the relationship between 
the stated adhikaral} and the unstated adhikaral} as it has 
featured in commentaries on the Gita produced by divergent 
schools of thought in pre-modern India as well as in modern 
Gila translations and commentaries. We shall, of course, pay 
more a ttention to modern commentaries, which have proved 
to be politically poignant. 

II 

It cannot but be a matter of great surprise to find such a variety of 
opinion as to the message of which the Bhaguad Gita preaches. 
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One is forced to ask why there should be such divergence of 
opinion among scholars? 

B. R. Ambedkar 
'Krishna and His Gita'l5 [1950's] 

Pre-modem reading of Gitii 2. 4 7 

Callewaert and HemraJ estimate that the total number of 
Gztii-commentaries composed till the eighteenth century is 
near about 250. 16 The list includes texts both complete and 
partial. Of these the first is that of formidable Acharya 
Sarikara (788-820), the never-to-be surpassed Presiding Deity 
of the sect bound to the tenets of Advaita or 'non-dualism'. 
Following the decline of Buddhism, from 9th century on, 
several schools, each tenuously adhering to its ch osen line 
of argument, arose in India. 17 The more prominent sects 
~nd their _chie f piopon ents were: Advaita and ~charya 
Sarikara; Saibadvaita (' Saivik non-dualism') and. Acharya 
Abhinavagupta (940-1014); Visi~tadvaita ('qualified non
dualism' ) and Acharya Ramanuja (IOI7-II37); Dvaitadvaita 
('doctrine of dtial non-dual') and Acharya Nimbarka (ll62); 
f!vaita (dualism) and Acharya Madhva (J 199-1276); 
Suddhiidvaita (pure non-d~alism) and Acharya Vallabha 
(1479) . Of the six Masters ~ust mention ed , four of them 
~rote fu ll-fledged commentaries on the Gitii; namely, 
Sarikara, Abhinavagupta, Ramanuja and Madhva. For the 
two .remaining schools, Dvaitadvaita and Suddhadvaita, the 
Cit~ was _accorded with proper full-length commentaries by 
Kesavaka~mlrin {15th-16th c.) and Vallabha (17th c.), a 
descendent and a namesake of the Suddhadvaita-Acharya, 
respectively. 

In his massive five-vo lume compendium A H istory of 
In dian Philosophy (1922), Surendranath Dasgupta (1887-
1952) has wryly commente d, 'Most of [the pre-modern] 
commentaries [on the Gitii1 are written eithe r from the 
point of view of Sarikara's bhii$ya, repeating the same ideas 
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in other language, or from the Vai~!fava point of view' .18 It 
seems, so far as pre-modern Sanskrit commentaries are 
concerned, a small number of texts may suffice to build a 
representative sample. We pick thirteen texts out of the 
available archive.19 The sample has the look: 

Sect Author Title 

Advaita 1. Sarikara (9th c.) I. Gita- bhlifJa 
(non-dualism) 2. Anandajnanagiri (13th c.) 2. Gitii-bhiirJa-bibecha; 

3. Sridh arsvamin (14th c.) 3. Subodhin'i 
4. Madhusudan Saraswati 4. Gudarthadtpika 
(16th c.) 
5. Venka~atha (17th c.) 5. Brahmii,andaf!iri 

Saibiidvaita l. Abhinavagupta (10th-11th c.) l. G"ttartha Samgraha 
(Saivik non-
dualism ) 

V~tiidvaita 1. Ramanuja (11th-12th c.) 1. Gita-bhaSya 
(qualified 2. Vedanta-Desika (13th-14th c.) 2. Tatparaya Candrika 
non-dualism) 

Dvaitiidvaita 1. Kd<~.vaka~mirin (15th-16th c.) 1. Gitii-tattvaprakiiliki. 
(doctrine of 
d ual non-dual) 

Dvaita (dualism) 1. Madhva (13th c.) 1. Gitii-bhii.F)•a 
2.J ayatirtha (14th c.) 2. Prameyadipikii 

Suddlzadvaita 1. VaHabha (17th c.) 1. Tattva-dipika 
(pure non- 2.Puru~ottama (prob. 18th c.) 2. Am?ta-tarangi~i 

dualism) 

In terms of frequency distribution, there is not a speck 
of doubt that in eleven out of the thirteen cases, mii is treated 
as a particle of prohibition in the first line of 2.47. 

Sankara, for example, says: 'ma phaferu adhiharal}. astv'2°: 
'le t there be no [ adhikara~] for the results of [karma] under 
any circumstances whatever'.21 In t.hc out-standing Bangla
to-Bangla dictionary Bangiyo Sabda Kosh (1933-1946)-a 
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dictiona ry com piled single-handedly ·by H aricharan 
Bandyopadhyay (1867-1959)-the meticulous lexicologist 
takes the extra pain to alert readers that '[in expressions 
such as] mii astv, the particle proper to mii is the particle of 
prohibition' .22 

It is noteworthy that in spite of fundamental differences 
in their philosophical perspectives, there is absolutely no 
conflict of opinion as to the status of mii in 2.4 7 first line 
amo.ng ·th e principal authors of Gitii commentaries of 
Advaita, Saibiidvaita, Dvaitiidvaita, Dvaita or Suddhiidvaita 
sects. 

'Saivik non-dualist' Abhinavagupta writes: 'karmamiitre 
tviin vyiifrrto bhaba, natu karmaphaf4u'23: 'be concerned with 
action alone, not with the fruit of action' .24 Kesavaka~mirin, 
the champion of the 'doctrine of dual' non-dual' writes, 
• karmaphale~u le mii bhu[: le t yo~ nave no ( adhikiira/:t) in 
karmaphal' .25 The 'dualist' Madhva opin es: 'kamani~edh 
ebiitra: h ere we have prohibition on desire' .26 The 'pure non
dualist' Vallabha affirms, 'parantu tatphale~u mii kadiicana 
adhikaraf;, astv: but, le t you not h ave any adhikiira~ on the 
fruits of those [karma]' .27 

In addition, scholars belonging to Advaita, Saibiidvaita, 
Dvaitiidvaita, Dvaita and Suddhiidvai:a parties who elaborate 
upon the founding-commentaries are united in reiterating 
mii as a particle of prohibition.28 

The narrative dealing with the nature of pre-modern 
deployment of mii in the opening line of 2.47 would have 
been too smooth, too rounded and regular if it were for not 
the school of Vis~tiidvaita. For, the commentary authored 
by Rainanuja, the chief ideologue of 'qualified n on-dualism ' 
as well as the sub-commentary on Ramanuja's commentary 
penned by Vedanta-De§ika, furnish material which force us 
to sit up. · 

This certainly is reason enough to be jolted out of 
complacency: Ramanuja, the arch-rival of Sankara whose 
exegesis on Brahmasutra, the text central to all d ispensations 
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of the Vedanta, is particularly memorable for its relentlessness 
in mounting vitriollc attacks on that of Sankara's, chooses 
the particle of negation while explicating on the first line of 
Gitii~ 2.47. Deviating dramatically from Sankara's bliii~ya, 
Ramanuja drops the particle of prohibition and converts mii 
into na. He writes: 'phaleyu na kadiicidapyadhikiiral/ .29 In his 
English translation of Raman~ja's Gitii- bhiirya published in 
1969, M.R. Sampatkumaran shows no signs of nervousness 
while tackling this sentence. He transcribes it as: 'But never 
is there any [adhikiira~] to the fruits which are known to be 
associated with [karma]' .30 However, that is not the case with 
].A.B. van Buitenen's extraordinarily erudite rendering of 
Ramanuja's Gitii-bhiirya, first published in 1953. But, before 
we turn to Buitenen, we need to pause at Vedanta-Ddika's 
gloss on Rarnanuja's 2.47 exegesis. 

The relevant sentence from Vedanta-Desika's sub
commentary reads as: 'mii iti na ni~edhbidhi; kintu 
abhiibhamatrabodhaka iti na kadiichidituktam'. 31 Vedanta
Ddika, in fact, makes the intrusion of na in Ramanuja's text 
more flagrant by affixing to it grammatical descriptions of 
the particle of mii. He says: 'rnii[here] does not [refer to] 
rules relating to prohibition; instead, it only [invokes] the 
sense of the lack-this is the implication [of Ramanuja's] 
na kadiicid etc.'. Jnanendramohan Das (? 1872-1939) in his 
Bangla-to-Bangla dictionary Bangala Bhashar Abhidhan (1st 
edition: 1916; 2nd edition: 1937) informs that it is exactly 
the sense of a-bhiibh or 'lack' or 'want' which nii (or. na) 
evokes;32 in other words, abhiibha-bodh has the function of 
conjuring the particle of negation. _ 

]. A. B. van Buitenen's translation of Ramanuja-version 
of 2.47, however, seems quite circumspect. More or less 
ignoring Vedanta-Desika's clear-cut '111-ii iti na ni~edhbidhi' , 
Buitenen draws attention to Ramanuja 's 'karmamiitre 
adhikiiral/33 and 'expands' the 'karmamiit're adhikiira~ . .. 
phale~u na kadi:icidapyadhikiira~L' lo mean 'No more is 
required than this: when performing [harrna] ... one should 
consider [karma] in itself reason enough to perform it.'34 
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Buitenen and M.R. Sampatkumaran's r enderings of 
R.amanuja's interpretation of 2.47 offer the readers a chance 
to engage in a study in con trast. For, while, Sampatkumaran's 
'But never is there any [adhikara~] to the fruits ' maintains 
the commanding tone associated with straight-forward 
negation, Buitenen's 'one should consider ' rings with the 
appeal associated with counsel-like prohibition. However, 
in his 1981 translation of the Gila 2.47, Buitenen maintains 
perfect accord with Ramanuja's na: 'Your [adhikara~] is only 
to the [karma], not ever at all to its fruits' .35 

Let us now tabulate the double-play of adhikarh in texts 
belonging to schools other than the school of Visi~tadvaita 
or 'qualified non-dualism' . What is noteworthy in the table 
is the variety of signifieds in relation to the signifier of the 
'unstated adhikara~·. 

Author Text Stated adhikii.r~~ Unstated adhikiir~' 

Sailkara Gita - bhiirJa adhikiiri} tmtii[ craving I 
grasping'lfi] 

Abhinavagupta G'lliirthasangraha byiipriw kiimana 
[be engaged] [desire] 

Madhva Gila - bhiirJa adhikiir~t luima[ desire] 
Kesavakfu)rnirin Gita '-tauva- adhikiiri} adhikiir~t 

prakiiSika 
Vallabha Tattva-dipikii adhikiirh adhikiirh 
Anandajnanagir Gitii - bhi4ya- adhikiir~' abhifi4a [urge] 

bibechan 
Sridharsva.min Subodhini adhikiir~~ kiima[lust] 
Madhusudan Gudiirthadipikii kartabya¢ bhoktabya¢ 
Saraswati [warranted] [the wish to 

consume and 
gratify senses] 

Jayatirtha Prameyadipika adhikiiri} kamii-kartabyalii 
[desire-motivated] 

Venka~atha Brahmiitmdagiri adhikiir~~ bhoktabya¢ 
[the wish to 
consume and 
gratify senses] 

Pt11LI1/0ltama A mrta-tarangi~i adhiltiir?t luima[appetite] 
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The checklist clearly demonstrates the range of meanings 
attributed to the 'unstated adhikaral/ is indeed wide. There 
is little doubt that this flexibility is derived by the virtue of 
the presence of the particle of prohibition in the sentence. 

It is ma understood in the sense of being 'let it not be' 
That permits Sankara to slip in, or better still, smuggle into 
his Gita ~-bha~ya, a word that finds no place in the earlier 
Upani~ads37 and is 'seldom mentioned in the Gita'38. That 
(tantalizing) word is the (Buddhist-sounding) tmJa. This is 
what Sankara wrote: ' ... while doing works, let there be no 
desire [tr:5~a] for the results of the works under any 
circumstances whatever' .39 

As a matter of fact, trsna occurs once in the section of 
the fourteenth chapter of the Gila dealing with the three 
gu?J.as o r 'modes' . In 14.7 we hear, rajas or ' passion'-the 
' mode' which enlivened Sandip, the swadeshi leader of 
Rabindranath 's Ghare-Baire, the gu?J.a which retained its 
unwavering hold on Sandip even while he recited the Gita 

. and put to use the revered text as a tool for developing 
national 'consciousness'- 'is of the nature of attraction 
springing from craving [tr:5~a] and attachment'.40 

Again, it is the same ma which opens the room for using 
the unstated adhikarl; as a synonym for kama, the word that 
has similar functions in the world of Upani~ads as tr~?J.a has 
in Buddhist texts41 . It also e n courages many-most 
noticeably, Madhusudan Saraswati-to innovate on the 
unstated adhikarl; and -configure -newer sensibilities. 

Gita 2. 4 7 in modern Translations 

Colonial rajas was then at its unbridle d best-passion for 
dispossessing and subjugating others in order to accumulate 
wealth and concentrate power in the hands of a chosen few 
was far too pronounced among the officials of East India 
Company; only a few years back, in 1769-70, a large part of 
Bengal Presidency was devastated by a famine that did not 
attest to caprices of nature but rather to colonial perfidy 
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a nd greed ; and, while loot, utte r destitution and 
decomposed bodies composed the mise-en-scene, the book that 
emerged from it was the English translation of the Gitii '; 
inaugurating as it were the age of serious Orie ntal 
scholarship, that Gitii was the first instance of a translation of 
a Sanskrit work; translated by Charles Wilkins (17 49-1836), 
a 'writer' posted in the Calcutta office of the Company, the 
first English Gila came out from London in 1785; the 
production of the book was financed by the East India 
Company and the person instrumental in its publication, 
the man behind the scene, was no less than Warren Hastings 
(1 ~32-1818), the then Governor-General of India. 

In trying to garner financial support for the publication 
of the translation from the Company, Warren Hastings sent 
a private dispatch d ated 4 October 1784 to Nathaniel Smith, 
Chairman, East India Company. But the missive soon ceased 
to be a mere personal correspondence-added to Wilkin's 
Gitii as its 'Preface', the 'secre t ' document turned into a 
'revealed' testimonial in less than a year's time. 

Hastings, in his letter to Smith, also appended a sort of 
'character-certificate' for Wilkins. Obliquely referring to the 
climate of licentiousn ess reigning then in Bengal, to the 
general sanction of craving for and grasping of spo ils of 
colonial plunde r, Hastings said, Wilkins was one of those 
exceptional Company-employees wh o though were 'at a 
season of life, and with a licence of condu ct, more apt to 
~roduce dissipation' responded to 'the desire of 
unprovement' and spent hours in cultivating 'fruit[s] of long 
and laboured application [s] • .42 And, in his bid to impress 
u~o.n th~ Chairman of the Company the political as well as 
spmtual1mportance of sponsoring the first English translation 
of the Gitii, Hastings wrote: '[the publication will make it 
a~paren t to the Hindoos that] they [are] receiv[ing ] a 
different [i.e., better] treatment from our n ation [than the 
one meted lo them by the Mohammedans] ... [Mter making 
the necessary] allowance of obscurity, absurdity, barbarous 
habits, and a perverted morality [any European reader wi ll 

1 
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realize that] ... the Ge eta [is] a performance of great 
originality and [represents] a single exception, among all 
the known religions of mankind, of a theology accurately 
corresponding with that of the Christian dispensation' .43 

To express his fulsome gratefulness for the unsolicited 
patronage, Wilkins dedicated his translation to Hastings. We 
thus have this unforgettable sentence in the dedicatory note: 
'I humbly request you will permit me, in token of my 
gratitude, to lay the Geetii publicly at your feet' .44 

Wilkins' translation and Hastings' evaluation of the Gita 
were to have a momentous ro le in the shaping of the 
European perception vis-a-vis the 'Hindu View of Life'. 
Besides felicitating Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882) and 
Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862), the two spokesmen of 
US-based 'New England Transcendentalists' or the 
fountainhead of German Idealism G. W. F. Hegel (1770-
1831) to construe, as it were, the 'Hindu Unconscious', the 
book also opened the flood-gate for Gitii-translation.45 The 
second translation of the Gitii from the original came when 
August Wilhelm von SChlegel' (1767-1845), the first Head 
of the First department of Sanskrit established in Germany's 
Bonn University, put it to Latin in 1823. But, between 1785 
and 1823, Wilkins' English translation was re-translated into 
several European languages, such as, French (1887), Russian 
(1788), German (1801). It set into motion a process which 
is yet to be exhausted. 

The Callewaert-Hemraj catalogue shows that the number 
of English Gitii published between 1785 and 1979 is 273 
and the number of Bangia G'itii published between 1818 
and 1979 is 280.46 It will be safe to assume-given the fact 
that the spate of translation of the dialogue between Kr~I).a 
and Arjuna shows no sign of diminishing in intensity-both 
English and Bangia Gitii have by now crossed the 300 mark. 

We have with us a sample consisting of 139 examples of 
translation of Gitii 2.47: 67 of them in English, 29 in Bangia, 
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40 in Hindi47, 1 in Marathi, 1 in Gujarati and 1 in Latin.48 

The statistical information in relation to the choice of 
particle for mii is: 

Language Particle of Prohibition Particle of Negation 

English 13 54 

Bangia 12 17 

Hindi 7 33 

Marathi 0 1 

Gujarati 0 1 

Larin l 0 

33 106 

The sample enables us to draw quite a few conclusions. 
Some of them are: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The inclination to favour the particle of negation over 
the particle of prohibition is far more pronounced in 
translations than in commentaries. 
There is a clear patte rn in th e increase in the 
occurrence of the particle of negation over time. For 
example: between 1950 and 2005, the particle of 
prohibition occurs 8 times and the particle of negation 
42 times in English and Bangia translations taken 
together; in Hindi, the particle of prohibition features 
7 times-the last instance in 1962-and the particle of 
n egation 33 times. 
(While, as is to be expected, in the case of particle of 
negation, the unstated adhikiira~ remains embroiled 
with whatever meaning is impute d to the ,stated 
adhikiiraM, in the case of particle of prohibition the 
unstated adhikiira~ enjoys a p~rtial autonomy. 
And, as for the stated adhikiira/:t there is no dearth of 
creative trans-creations. A few English examples: 
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Translator Year Stated adhikizra~t 

Charles WJ.lkins19 1785 motive 

John Davies50 1882 charge 

Kashinath Trimbak Telang-s1 1882 business 

Kisari Mohan Ganguli52 1883-1896 concern 

Mohini M. Chatterji 5!1 1887 right 

Jogindranath Mukhruji51 1900. power 

Annie Besant and Bhagavan Das55 1905 bllSiness 

Franklin Edgerton56 1925 interest 

W. Douglas P. Hill57 1928 rightful interest 

Dhan Gopal Mukelji58 1931 task 

Mahadev Desai 59 1946 prouince 

S. Radhak.Jishnan60 1948 right 

Juan Mascar661 1962 (set thy) heart 

R. C. Zaehnerr.2 1966 proper business 

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi63 1967 control 

Morarji Desai&! 1974 (are free to) perfomt 

J. A. B. Buitenen00 1981 entitlement 

Barbara SLOler Miller66 1989 (be) intent 

Hans Harder67 2001 (are) entitled 

Boris Maljanovic68 2002 dqmain 

Laurie L. Patton69 2008 auJhority 

It is obvio u s that the tru e purport of the puzzling 
m etamorphosis of karma1}y eva te adhikaral]. ma phale~u 
kada cana by which the particle of n egation gains in 
ascendancy cannot be dete rmined unless we go into· the 
mode rn genealogy of the term karma and the ' meaning' 
that gets to be (finally) imputed to the stated I unstated 
adhikaral].. 
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III 

One has to understand what karma is, and likewise one has to understand 
what is wrong karma [or vikamLa7Ja(t] and one has to understand about non
karma [or akannm:U_t] . Hard to understand is the way of kanna. 

The Bhagavadgitii, 4.1770 

Reflecting on the difficulties of transporting technical 
words from the universe of pre-modern discourses to 
discourses inhabited by the modern, Warren Hastings had 
written to the East India Company Chairman: ' ... as they must 
differ ... from the common modes of thinking .. .it may be 
impossible to render [them] by any of the known terms of 
science in our language, or even to make th em intelligible 
by definition'.71 Further, he said, Wilkins, on occasions had 
taken the liberty of using several different words to 'm<>.ke 
intelligible' notions that bore single markers in the Oita but 
appeared in varying contexts. To instantiate his point, 
Hastings gave a set of examples. And they-"Action", 
"Application", "Practice" etc' 72-unmistakably point to 
karma. For, Wilkins had designated karma by words such as, 
actions (3.4 I 4.9) 73, work ( 4.16) 74, action ( 4.17) 75, moral duties 
(3.22) 76

, duties (3.23) 77, moral actions (3.24) 78, works (5.1) 79, 

duties of life (5.10)80, (practice of) deeds (3.1)81, the practical, or 
~xercise of the moral and religious duties ( 3. 3) 82, application ( 2.48: 
10 reference to a mode of conducting karma) 83 , deed 
(2.47) 84. 

The very first translation of the Gita is not only like a 
reservoir of synonyms, a veritable thesaurus in re lation to 
karma, it is also symptomatic of the modern 'dispersal of 
meaning' of a pre-modern technical concept. Before we 
proceed further with the problem of karma, let us see how 
the word features in some of the English translations: 
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Translator Year Karma 

Charles Wilk.ins85 1785 dl1!d 

J. Cockburn Thomson8H 1855 actian 

J ohn Davies87 1882 UXJTk 

Kashinath Trimbak Telang88 1882 adiun 

IGsari Mohan Ganguli89 1883-1896 actions 

Edwin Arnold!)(! 1885 1ight deeds 

Mohini M. Chatte lji~ 1 1887 actian 

Annie Besant and Bhagavan Das92 1905 adiun 

W. Douglas P. Hill93 1928 UXJTk 

Dhan Gopal Mukelji94 1931 act 

Shree PurohitSwami9s 1935 UXJTk 

Mahadev Desai% 1946 adion 

S. Radhakrishnan!l7 1948 action 

Swami Prabhupada Bhaktivedanta98 1960 prescribed duty 

Juan Mascar699 1962 UXJik 

M.R. Sampatkumaran 100 1969 rile 

Dilip Kumar Roy101 . 1970 UXJrks 

J. A. B. Buitenen w2 1981 rile 

Barbara Stoler Miller103 1989 action 

Boris Mrujanovic101 2002 action 

Laurie L. Patton 105 2008 action 

It is eminen tly evident that there is (a) a marked bias in 
favour of action and (b) a tension between action on one 
h and and rite or prescribed duty on the other. And, the latter 
is most ponderable in Wilkins. 

Wilkins uses action as a synonym for karma on several 
occasions. But, in a special note on 3.1, he appends the extra
information that the expression 'the practice of deeds' stands 
for 'th e pe1·formance of re lig ious ceremonies and moral 
d u ties, called Karmii-Yog' 106- and, when it comes to 2.47, 
h e chooses deed over action. 
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It indeed is credible that Wilkins takes the trouble of 
providing the readers with the key to the 'interpretive 
paradigm' upon which he bases his translation. In his note 
on 9.28 Wilkins makes explicit his antipathy towards the 
creed of Siinnyiis or 'renunciation' and argues that Gitii is 
quite opposed to applying the word in any unrestricted sense. 
In his words: 'Sannyiisee [means] one who totally forsaketh 
all worldly actions; but [the Citii] ... confines the word Sannyiis 
to a forsaking of the hope of reward' 107. Wilkins adds to the 
ignominy of those who fail to appreciate Gitii's superb feat 
of' [unifying] various religious opinions which prevailed in 
[i-I;SJ days >I OS because of their (near-pathological) attachment 
to the extremist doctrine of 'unqualified' or 'absolute ' 
Sannyiis by cutting a sarcastic remark on the commentary on 
18.2 contained in Sridharsvamin's Subodhini. In Wilkins' we ll
considered view, Sridhar is one of those 'commentators 
[who] ... wander from the simple path of [the] author into a 
labyrinth of scholastic jargon' .109 

Now, it so happens that Sridhar's exposition on 18.2 bears 
a striking resemblance with that of Sailkara's.11 0 Wilkins' 
critique of Sridhar thus signals the beginning of a critique 
~f far-reaching consequences. Besides giving a nc:w lease of 
life to the ·polemic violence•III directed against SaiJ.kara by 
pre-modern ideologues committed to the intellectual cause 
of schools other than thatof'non-dualism' such as Ramanuja 
and Madhva, it gestures towards the 19th-20Lh century notion 
of karma, a notion unthinkable within the discursive terrain 
~f all pre-modern sects. This double break-break with 
Sankara's uncompromising stand on issues relating to karma 
as well as with the general sense of karma shared by every 
Br~hmanical Apostle of Thought-was first theoretically 
articulated, and that too with astounding clarity, by 
Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay . 

. Bankimchandra's 'Commentary on the Citii' offers two 
maJor and novel theoretical propositions. Let us recapitulate 
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his arguments step by step and append our own comments 
to them. 

· 1. In the course of expounding on 2.47 Bankim complains 
at one point: '[There is a] confusion .. . about the meaning 
of the word karma. Several Hindu writers of Sastras or 
commentato rs on Sastras h ave crea ted 
confusion ... Thanks to them, we are to understand ... that 
karma alone is not karma-on ly the sacrifices etc. 
prescribed in the Vedas and Sastras are karma' .112 

[Doubtless, the umbrella-term 'Hindu'- a term that is 
more or less a gift of colonial discourse-includes all 
'orthodox', that is, Veda-abiding itsttka phi1osophers. In 
his bid to uncover the heinous motive behind the western 
manufacture of a commodity called 'Hinduism', Bankim 
himself had observed in his English book Letters on 
Hinduism (written in the 1880's but published 
posthumously) , 'It being assumed that the whole Hindu 
race had a com~on religion, that common religion very 
naturally received from its foreign · critics the name of 
Hindu religion' .113-In the same book he had also bitterly 
castigated the ' monstrous nature of misuse of [the] 
name [Hindu]'. 114 Yet, Bankim's Bangia writings often 
become troubling by the lamentable tendency of treating 
'Hindu ' / 'Hinduism' as over-accommodative nomen
clature. Nonetheless, even if we choose to disregard the 
appellation 'Hindu' in Bankim's 2.47 commentary, it is 
indisputable that all pre-modem commentators of the 
Gitii deploy the word karma in a strict technical sense-it 
is immate rial whether the exponent is Sankara or 
Ramanuja, Abhinavagupta or Madhva, Kesavak:l$mirin 
or Vallabha, every one of them use the word as a precisely 
delineated, well-de limi ted, bound category. Each 
adheres to the three-fold taxonomic divide for karma: 
each maintains that karma is of three kind: niyta or 
'obligatory' / naimittik or 'occasional' and kamya or 
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'desiderative'. For example: Sankara (18.2) 115, 

Abhinavagupta (3.9 I 4.17) 116, Ramanuja (2.47) 117, 

Madhva (5.4) 118, Ke5avaka~mirin (18.2) 119, Vallabha 
(18.2) 120• The discursive practice standard to every school 
of Vedanta propels all its followers to use the word karma 
in a rigorous manner-the systemic marshalling of the 
term gives to it nearly the same content as the expression 
'bundle of reproductive practices' carries. Karma there 
operates like a short-hand for measures intended to 
perpetuate 'whatever is' in the shape of 'obligatory' or 
'occasional' procedures, i.e ., for habit-forming 
procedures which contribute to the sustenance of the 
'need economy'. Karma also allows for 'desire' by 
sanctioning 'desiderative' performances provided they 
do not violate the norm (established by protocols 
associated with the 'periodical' or 'occasional') and 
thereby fall into the category of vikarma'l'}a/J, (4.17) or 
'unlawful>l21 1 'wrong' 122 karma. On the whole thus, 
karma denotes a structure of regulations in which desire 
remains circumscribed by and accountable to the 
economy spelled out on the basis of need. Seen in this 
light, it seems English words like rite or works or prescribed 
duties have greater chance of either corresponding to or 
approximating karma of 2.47.f 

2. After accusing the 'Hindu writers· of Sastras' of creating 
a semantic 'confusion ' apropos karma and restating the 
same charge in a separate footnote in his commentary 
on 2.47-' [though] the conventional meaning [of 
karma] is indeed in favour of sacrifices .. .! think the reader 
will understand hereafter that this conventional meaning 
is erroneous'-Bankim grants grudgingly: '[but] I am 
bound to admit that sometimes the word karma denotes 
the Vedic ritualistic [practices] in the Gitii too'. 123 

3. To demonstrate the 'error' of linking karma to Vedic 
rituals alone, a 'mistake' pe rvasive in the Gitii
commenlaries composed by 'orthodox' philosophers 
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from the ninth to the eighteenth century, Bankim turns 
to 3.5 and 3.8. Flagging the two slokas- ' no one can 
remain even for a moment without doing karma; even 
the maintenance of thy physical life cannot be effected 
without karma' (3.5 ) and 'Do thou thy allotted karma, 
for karma is better than akarmar.wl]. [o r non-karma]' 
(3.8)-Bankim stipula tes, these two examples are 
sufficient to p rove that the ambit of the meaning of karma 
is indeed far wider in the Gita than supposed hitherto. 
Bankim the n makes pla in the impe tus be hind his 
intellectual coup. Mter dismissing the seven slokas 3.10 
to 3.16 which clearly deal with the theme of 'sacrifice' 
as being so 'unscientific' as to throw English-e ducated 
modern readers into 'a severe whirlpool of supernatural 
statem e nts' , h e says, 'H e re n o n e of th e a n cient ... 
commentators comes to our aid; they have set the sails 
of belief and passed over easily. We are pupils of the 
mlechhas; we do not have this means of succour ' .124 So 
finally, despite his firm belief that 'the English do n ot 
understand anything of the Gita' 125, Bankim says in the 
same breath in ,the same passage that ' the foreign opinion 
match es more coherently than the native [one]' as far 
as the fundamen tal postulate of the Gila is concerned l 26. 

The double-bill of'resistance' and 'acquiescence' towards 
th e m lechha o r th e Westerner pe rm i ts Ban kim to 
simultaneously run down the two English Gita produced 
by J. Cockburn Thomson (1855) and j ohn Davies (1882) 
and fudge together an interpretation undreamed by 
earli e r In d ia n comme n tators. And that firsthand 
in terp retatio n is cen tered on th e category of karma. 
Freeing it from the iron-shackle of meaning forged by 
Sankara, Ramanuja, Sridhar eta~ Bankim transports the 
word from the domain of constricted signification to that 
of open, unbound signification . And, in the process of 
canceling out its conven tional meaning of 'Vedic rituals' 
he takes recou rse to an English word. So, in the late 
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19th century commentary on the Gitii penned by Bankim 
in Bangla, just at the point of the single most important 
conceptual pass-over, readers are presented with an 
equation whose left hand side is occupied by a Sanskrit 
term and the right hand side by an English term. The 
equation is: karma= action. 127 And, the word that occupies 
the middle position, shedding light on the two on either 
side, is the ordinary everyday Bangia word kiij or 'any 
work;. 128 In Bankim ' s estimate therefore, the 
revolutionary Jbroclamation of the Gitii is: karma = kiij = 
action. 

· [It must not be overlooked that in their great ideological 
battle against Brahmanism, the proponents of Buddhism 
had indeed attempted a radical transvalu ation by 
downgrading the (privi leged) karma to the level of 
everyday usage signifying nothing special: 'More subtly, 
the notion of ritual at the heart of the term karma in the 
vaidika world was replaced by (spiritual) intention in 
Pali kamma' .129 But, even if we adopt a liberal stance 
and go with Bankim in his unequivocal declaration that 
the main thrust of Gitii's arguments ineluctably leads to 
viewing karma as action or kiij, a near-cousin of kamma, 
the rest of Bankim's reading of the Gitii does not quite 
square with the Buddhist-like niistiha rejection of 
Brahmanism. For, what h e does there amounts to eating 
the cake and keeping it too- to vent his ire a~ainst his 
principal adversary, (the erypto-Buddhist) Sankara, 
Bankim remains faithful to the discursive protocols of 
the orthodox or astika schools but dissociates himself with 
even Ramanuja, the most vocal critic of Sankara, on the 
question of karma. As we shall see later, these 
contradictory moves would soon consolidate to frame 
what is now common-speak in discourses on the 
'founding' tenets of so-called Hinduism.] 

4. Karma in the Gila is best understood as action-this first 
major theoretical construct of Bankim lea-Ves its mark 
on his translation of2.47 in his Commentary. In Bankim's 
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entire corpus of writing the Bangia version of 2.47 is to 
be found twice. The other instance can be located in 
the section on the Gitii in his Dharmatattva (published 
in a journal: 1884-1885; published in book-form with 
additional material: 1888). There it reads as: 'You have 
adhikiira~L on karma alone, may you never h ave [it] on 
the fruits of karma' . 130 However, in Ban kim's Gila
commentary-publication of the exegesis on the second 
chapter in a journal ends in 1888-the sloka takes the 
amended form: 'You are entitled to karma, but may never 
be (entitled) to the fruits'. 131 It is noteworthy that 
although in both the cases mii is used as a particle of 
prohibition, in the latter ev or 'alone'l'only' disappears. 
What is the significance of this disappearance? 
[One primary postulate of Sailkara's non-dualism was: it 
is futile to clajm, by taking refuge in false an alogies like 
' abandoning of a barren woman's son' , that niyta or 
'obligatory' I 'ordinary' and naimittik o r 'occasional' 
karma, i .e ., works ordained by supra-individual 
authorities, do not engender fruits-in the final analysis, 
all karma is essen rially kiimya or 'desiderative 'I ' desirous' I 
'interested' in nature.132 Sankara would face no problem 
in accepting this verd ict from Manu, the suppose d 
author of the most prestigious 'dharma-sastra' or 'Book 
of Conduct' known as M anusmrti or The Laws of Manu: 
' ... there is no such thing as no desire; for even studying 
the Veda and engaging in the rituals enjoined in the 
Veda are based upon desire ' (The Laws of Manu: 2.2) .133 

Sankara would h ave particularly savoure d Manu's 
definition of Karmayoga: '[Karmayoga] was 'engagement 
with rituals enjoined in the Veda' (2.2). 
The (non-dualist) theorem, every karma = kiimya karma 
leads automatically to the following lemmas: (a) ni{;kiimii 
karma or ' disinte rested karma' is a contradictio n in 
terms-at least, g iven the param ' tcrs set by (unqualified) 
non-dualism , ni~kiimii karma is inadmissible as a 
conce ptual category; (b) to be (genuine ly and n ot 
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hypocritically) ni~kiimii one has to give up not the 'fruits 
of karma' but karma itself.-the technical word for the 
(half-hearted) first act is tyaga or 'abandonment' and of 
the (all-out) second act is sannyiis or 'renouncement'; 
(c) to imagine that it is logically tenable to conjoin lwrma 
with jiiiina or 'absolute knowledge' is to live in a fool's 
paradise-for, not the harmayogi, the man who performs 
his karma as dispassionately as humanly possible, but the 
renouncer or the sannyiisi, the man who aims for a total 
rejection of the 'World As It Is' in the shape of nai~karma 

or 'negation of karma' is entitled to jiiiina. The evii of 
2.47 therefore is of paramount importance in Sari.kara's 
(as we ll as in every other non-dualist thinker 's) 
commentary. The word has the function of 'separating' 
persons qualified to obtain jniina from those who are 
bound to the dictates of karma. For Sankara (and all ot,her 
non-dualis ts) evii by itself prove s (a) 
jiiiinakarmasamuchhaibiid or the 'theory of conjunction 
of jiiiina and karma' is a false doctrine-jiiiina and karma, 
as Sure svara (9th century), on e of th e staunchest 
supporters of Sari.kara's system put it in his Nai~karma
Siddhi, are comparable to sun and darkness or lion and 
goat resp ec tive ly and the refore the twa in have no 
common m ee ting g round;134 (b) m eant fo r the 
kannayogi, the full implica tion of 2.47 is: ' [Not being 
qualified for jniina] you h ave adhikiiraly, on karma alone, 
may you never have [ adhikiiraly,] for the fruits of karma'; 135 

(c) Kr~D-a's commandment, 'Never is this [the Doctrine 
of the Gitii] is to be spoken to one who is not austere in 
life ' (18.67) establishes once and for all that the Gitii is 
an esote ric tex t m eant sole ly for the sannyiisi who 
understands that h e has ' adhikar~l on jiiiina alone >I 36- it 
is for those who (as explicitly directed in 2.45) hope to 
transcend all the three gu?J-as, that is, go beyond not only 
the modes of lamas or 'dullness' and rajas or ' passion ' 
but also sattva or 'goodness', the mode associated with 
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'tyiiga or abandonment of fruits of karma' 137; (d) 
hence-as, commencing his Commentary at 2.10, 
Sari.kara put it in his opening remarks-it is abundantly 
clear that those who court support for 
jniinakarmasamuchhaibiid or the · ' theory of conjunction 
of jniina and karma' by citing 2.47 are plainly 
misguided;138 as a matter of fact, 2.47 is quite irrelevant 
for the intended addresses of the Gitii. 
Without doubt, Sankara could not have been too happy 
with verse 6.86 of The Laws of Manu-for there, Manu 
uses, of all words, karmayoga to describe the ' tasks' of 
the ' renouncers of the Veda'. Placing 6.86 in tandem 
with Manu's d efinition of karmayoga in 2.2 as 
'engagement with rituals enjoined in the Veda', the 
former presents us with an irresoluble contradiction
lwrmayoga in 6.86 becomes the 'activities' of those who 
have given up on karmayoga! 139 It is not for nothing that 
many a commentator of The Laws of Manu has had to 
tussle with the semantic import of 6.86's karmayoga in 
order to bring a semblance of sense to the verse.I40 

To preserve consistency quite a few textual strategies 
have been devised. Some, e.g. Govindaraga and NarayaJ:la, 
have opined that reading 6.86 in conjunction With 4.257 
('when he has become free and clear of [all] the debt[s] 
h e owes ... h e sh ould dwell in a state of equanimity, 
turning over everything to his son' 141 ) or 6.95 (' ... when 
h e has restrained himself and studied the Veda, he may 
live happily under the control of his sons' 142) reveals the 
true ide ntity of 6.86's karmayog'i-he is , although 
liberated, a 'householder' and not a sannyiisz (and is 
therefore expected to maintain some degree of 
attachment to karma) .143 

Bankim was perfectly right when he , while explicating 
on 2.20 threw in this additional comment, 'It is needless 
to say th a t Sankara's purpose [is to] ... cast away 
llarmayoga' .144 Sankara's pre-modern opponents too got 
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wind of his anti-nomian te nde n cies; tha t Sa nk.ara's 
rejection of karma was tantamount to the rej ection of 
works prescribe d by the Sruti o r the Smrti a nd th e 
drudgery and mono tony organic to a ll normalized 
routine-activities, did not escape them . Ram anuja, for 
example, even when h e equates akarmar:tal; (4.16) with 
na~karma and therefore with jiiiina145, argues in favour 
of karmayoga. Counseling that patient application to set 
tasks was more advantageous than relinquishing them, 
insisting that divine consciousness can only bloom by a 
graded deve lopment with the aid of bhakti or 'devotion ', 
Ramanuja says: 'karmayoga is the best means to execute, 
because it is easy to execute '. 146 

But since n either Sankara n or Ramanuja share Bankim's 
enthusiasm for expanding the horizon of meaning of 
karma they do not latch onto 3.5 and 3.8 the way Bankim 
does. So, commenting on 'Do th ou thy allotted karma, 
fo r karma is better than akarmar:taiJ. [or n o n-karma]' 
(3.8), Ramanuja restricts himself to saying: ' It is very easy 
to be active .. . consequently, activity will n ot m ake one 
negligent.. .So this means again tha t karmayoga is 
supe rior ' .1 47 Sankara, on the other h and, seizes upon 
3.5 ('no on e can remain even. for a momen t without 
doing karma; even the maintenance of thy physical life 
cannot be effected with out l£arma') to fu rth er bo lster 
his cr itique of karmayoga. H e writes: the expression 'no 
one' h ere only applies to the ' ignorant' ones-it indicates 
the group of people not distinguished enough to acquire 
jniina; the slo ka h as n o bearing wh a tsoeve r on the 
'wise'-men 'unshaken by the [th ree] gur:tas' need no t 
be exercised over it. 148 

Moreover, j ust as Sankara does not spend much time 
expounding on 2.47, so do the chieftains of the other 
compe ting schools: San kara g ives to it five lin es, 
Abhinavagupta fo ur, Ramanuja e igh t, Madhva twen ty, 
Kc5avaka!imirin ten and Vallabha three . 1 '~9 So, even if, 
unlike the non-dualist Sarikara, leaders of other Vedanta 
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factions such as, 'Saivik non-dualism', 'qualified non
dualism ', 'dualism', 'dual non-dualism' and 'pure non
dualism', do not write off2.47 as a materially insignificant 
sloka, none of them attach any special importance to it 
either. One of the first commentators to be over-awed 
by it was Bankimchandra-William Quan Judge (1851-
1896), one of the more prominent theorists of New York 
based 'Theosophical Society' was another. While, in his 
book Essays on the Gila, written exactly at the time (1887-
88) Bankim was composing his bh~a (1886-88), Judge 
declares, 'This advice (2.47) and the direction to see 
the Spirit in all things and all things in It express the gist 
of the Bhagavad- Gila's teaching>I 50 , Bankim in his 
commentary, musing over the intricacies of 2.47 
confesses, 'I am not saying that I have understood it 
completely' 151 .] 

5. Bankim's deletion of eva from 2.47 extends beyond the 
re-conceptualization of karma-beside ridding karma of 
the haunting presence of jiiana and thus making its 
interchangeability with action logically convincing, the 
deletion a lso .h e lps in re-defining the relationship 
between niskama karma or 'disinterested karma' and 
sannyas or renouncement'. Even before h e officially 
announced in his Commentary that 2.47 was the 'great 
sentence' of the Gita and 'such an elevated, holy 
utterance of dharma, beneficial for man and of great 
dignity, has never again been proclaimed on earth', 152 

Bankim had re-thought the relationship. The New 
Thought, which is a lso Ban kim's second major 
proposition, is voiced in the section called 'Sannyas' in 
Dharmatattva. To put it in right perspective let us place 
the proposition along with those put forward by Sarikara 
and Ramanuja on the same issue. The picture then 
becomes: 
Sankara: Whatever e lse it may be, niskiima karma is 
definitely not sannyas; hence, llarmayoga is the perfect 
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anti-thesis of jnanayoga. 
Ramanuja: Cultivation of niskiimii harma is the surest way 
of attaining the beatitude aspired by the sannyiisi; h ence, 

harmayoga is superior to jniinayoga.
153 

Ban kim: Doubtless, 'niskamii karma alone is sannyiis
for, .what else is there in sannyiis?';154 hence, karmayoga 
has the same valence as jidinayoga. 
[But, this much has to be granted. After a great deal of 
intellectual jugglery, Bankim's notion of 'disinterested 
action' took on a rather complex ch aracter-it turned 

. into niskiima kamya karma or 'desireless desirous 
action' .155 But, as Gitii gained in political currency and 
Bankim's 'Gospel of Action ' got increasingly embedded 
in the political unconscious.of the English-educated, the 
middle term kamya or 'desirous' in Bankim's n ovel 
construction went out of circulation. This vanishing may 
be regarded as a 'collateral damage' in the complex 
process of h arnessing popular support. Thus, wading 
through the mires of colonial imposition to chalk out a 
nationally respectable coun ter-discou rse, th e only 
effective analytic tool the enlightened vanguards were 
left with was 'desireless action'.] 
C~nceptual transformations of key-terms crucial to pre

coloma} Brahminical speculations initiated by Bankim (and 
a few .of his 'distant' compatriots) really mature wh en the 
equation karma = kaj = action combines with the equation 
('stated I unstated') adhikarlJ, = right. 

IV 
~~~~d . . . 

B 
'bl an ye t people go searchmg for dhanna m the Veda, Smrtz, 
t e, or the Quranl · 

Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay, 
Dharmalalva156 [1888] 

The first eight English translations of the Gita are produced 
by Charles Wilkins (1785) , ]. Cockburn Thomson (1855), 
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Kashinath Trimbak Telang (1875: in verse), John ·navies 
(1882) , Kashinath Trimbak Telang (1882: in prose), Kisari 
Mohan Ganguli (date uncertain: perhaps before 1885), 
Edwin Arnold (1885) and. Mohini M. Chatterji (1887). Of 
these eight we have not been able to procure Kashinath 
Trimbak Telang's verse-translation published from Bombay. 
These e ight texts open up-assuming th.at T elang e mployed 
the same word for adhikiira/:L in both his verse and prose 
renderings-a rather interesting spectrum. Searching for a 
word that can best capture the intended meaning of 
adhikara}J in 2.47, each of the seven translators gave much 
thought to it and came up with: motive (Wilkins), motive 
(Thomson), [business (Telang)], charge (Davies), business 
(Telang), concern (Ganguli), motive (Arnold), right 
(Chatterji) . 

(it is more than probable that) the idea of replacing 
adhikiiral} by right, the word vital to the credo of liberalism 
and absolutely essential for registering claims of legitimacy 
for either individual or group interests, occurred first to 
Mohini M. Chatterji ( 1858-1936), a fron t-ranking 
Theosophist who was also a direct descendent of the arch
liberal of modern Bengal, Raja Rammohun Roy (1772-
1833).157 

The net result: 
a) The word that eventually seizes 2.47's 'stated adhikiiral}' 

with a n ear-unanimous consent is right and this sense 
passes over to even non-English translations. 

b) (Pre-structured) karma becomes gets substituted by 
(open-ended) action; 

c) The exclusivity of the truly knowledgeable is unde rmined 
with the lessening of emphasis on eva; 

d) Mii is e mbraced m ore readily as a particle of negation 
than as a particle of prohibition; 

e) The m ost-known English versio n of 2.47 com es to be 
some thing like, 'To action alon e h ast thou a right and 
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never at all to its fruits' (S. Radhakrishnan) 158
. In its more 

popular incarnation it became even more compressed. 
Perhaps to enhance its epigrammatic quality arid give to 
2.4 7 a slogan-like sound, often eva or 'alone' is dispensed 
with. (Stripped of all unnecessary complexities) the 2.47 
that is now universally regarded as Gitii's prime sloka and 
is known by almost every schoolboy I girl of India, has this 
form: 'You have adhikarl} in ltarma, not in its fruits' 159 or 
'You have the right to action but not to its fruits'. 
[It may help us to understand the 'transition' from 
karma?Jy eva te adhikaralJ, ma phale~u kadacana to 'To 
karma you have the right, but not to the result I fruit' 
better if we turn to the intellectual-sage Swami 
Vivekananda' (1863-1902); for, the state of being 
'unsettled' in respect to 2.47 first line 's mii is nowhere 
more palpable than in his sayings I writings. Vivekananda, 
the spiritual ambassador of India credited to have 
constructed the fundamentals of 'Hinduism' for the 
benefit of the west, is reported to have said to one of his 
disciples in 1900: 'Therefore [karma] has to be done 
without desire for results. This is the teaching of the 
Gita'.160 In the Bangia original the 'unstated adhikiiral;' 
is substituted by the word iikiinshii.161 However, on 20th 
August 1893-just a few days before he delivered his 
historic speech in September 1893 at the Chicago World 
Conference on Religions-Vivekananda had written in 
an English letter: ' ... remember the Lord says in the Gita, 
"To [karma] you have the right, but not to the result" .. .! 
am called by the Lord for this' .162 In the second 
rendering-which actually predates the first-the 
'stated' and the 'unstated' adhikiira~~ converge upon the 
word 'right'.] 

. The popular saying, more accurate ly, the national motto, 
You have the right to ac tion but n o t to its fruits' has a 

peculiar oxymoronic air about it. It is more so because it 
does not include in its ambit 2.47 's second line. Without 
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the support of ' let not the fruits of action be thy motive; 
neither let there be in thee any attachment to inaction•l63, 
the motto engenders two opposite effects: it rings loud with 
the assurance that every subject is free to undertake 'action'; 
but, such is its sentence-construction that the guarantee of 
ensuring immunity from elitist bias in exercising one's 
sovereignty is also undermined. While the first part of the 
now standard, trim and crisp 2.47 upholds the 'sovereignty' 
of individuals, its second part nullifies its first part's liberal
sounding pronouncement-the latter portion of the motto 
makes hollow the pledge of 'autonomy' by denying subjects 
benefits that may accrue from her/ his labours. 

As a way of illustration let us construct two examples. 
Since no delimiting factor imposes barriers to 'contain' the 
field of karma I 'action' we have the liberty of selecting any 
mode of activity. 

Thus, if we choose 'casting of the ballot' as an 'action' 
and apply to it the (now fashionable) Law of 2.47, the great 
promise of Indian deJllocracy can be re-phrased as: 'You 
have the right to vote but not to the results that follow it'! 

If, instead of voters, we apply the Law of 2.4 7 to students, 
to the much too taxed and stressed examinees of India who 
routinely as we ll as endlessly undergo the trial of sitting at 
tests, the inference becomes: 'You have the right to sit for 
examinations but not to the results'! 

Surely, one practical implication of the commandment 
is that ' scrutiny' or ' reviewing' of answer-scripts is 
unwarranted-the way papers are marked or graded cannot 
be interrogated by those who write and submit papers. This 
'teacherly' teaching is unabashedly voiced in at least two 
English versions of the Gitii. Jogindranath Mukharji (1871-
'1930)-Principal ofMoradabad's S.M. College between 1908 
and 1930-in his translation titled Young Men's Gita (1900) 
[second edition: Gitafor Everyone: 2000] transformed karma?J.y 
eva te adhikiira/:L mii phale~u kadiicana in to 'Th e power of 
action extends to the act never to its fruit' . 164 In C. 
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Rajagopalachari's hands the same phrase gets even a harsher 
rendering; in the book by the first and the last Governor: 
General of independent India, titled (suitably) Bhagavad 
Gitii: A Handbook for Students (1963), students receive the 
instruction: 'Your duty is but to act, never to be concerned 
with results' .165 

On the whole, it may not be too foolhardy to hazard the 
guess that the dubious double-deal the re-dressed 2.4 7 
epitomizes-a sentence now considered the quintessence 
of the Gitii and in constant circulation-is acutely 
symptomatic of the politics of the Indian nation-state. It is 
somehow more than telling that the first Premier of free 
India, the secular-tempered PanditJawaharlal Nehru (1889-
1964) had, even after putting it candidly in his The Disrovery 
of India (1946) that 'totalitarian claims of religion did not 
appeal'i 66 to him and 'in marked contrast with the modern 
assertion of rights, rights of individuals, of groups, of nations' 
th I d . . h . ' . h h'167 e n Ian scnptures did not emp as1ze on ng ts as sue , 
wrote in the same book, ' it is possible to interpret...action in 
modern terms as action for social betterment and social 
service, practical, altruistic, patriotic and hu·manitarian'168. 
Nehru was perce ptive e nough to record that the 
'interpretation of action in modern terms' which facilitated 
the re-interpretation of scriptures in accordance with the 
protocols of rights-based discourses was the achievement of 
modern commentators of ancient texts. He thus, even while 
discussing the Upani~ads and the Gitii, could afford to 
dispense with Sarikara or R.amanuja and concentrate all his 
scholarly attention solely on the architects of the action theory. 
Of those architects he m entioned three. They were: 
Aurobindo Ghosh (1872-1950), Bal Gangadhar Tilak (1856-
1920) and Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (1869-1948). 
Separating the 'innumerable commentaries on the Gita 
[that] have appeared in the past' from those that have come 
from 'the leaders of thought and action of the present day 
[like] Tilak, Aurobindo Chose, Gandhi' 169 , the author of 
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The Discovery of India, in spite of his abhorrence for the 
' totalitarian claims· made on behalf of books of religion•I7o, 
paid his tribute to the Oita as being the one book to which 
men almost inevitably 'turned ... for light and guidance ... in 
times of cris is' 171 . Nehru concluded his sojourn into 
metaphysical obscurities and philosophical difficulties by 
recasting the first line of 2.47. Trying both to be faithful to. 
the New Dogma and leave a space open for the 'assertion of 
rights' by doers, Nehru softened the ma phale~u kadacana 
part of the sloka. Nehru 's liberalist approach culminated in 
the production of a maddening muddle. Karma?Jy eva te 
adhikiira~~ mii phale~u kadiicana appears in The Discovery of 
India as: 'And action must be in a spirit of detachment, not 
much concerned with its results'.172 

At this point it may be immensely helpful to recall a 
modern but a western commentary on the Gitii. The 

·commentator was no less than the prime mover of modern 
idealism: G.W.F. Hegel (1770-1831). Reacting strongly 
against the growing admiration for the Gitii in Europe, Hegel 
published two acerbic articles in 1827 on the so-called 
philosophy contained in the text that had recently arrived 
from India (First Article: January 1827; Second Article: 
October 1827). Neither knowing Sanskrit nor being far too 
equipped in the field of Indian systems of Thought, Hegel 
was placed in a situation of disadvantage in relation to Gila
enthusiasts, such as the Orientalist scholar Wilhelm von 
Humboldt (1.767-1835). To counter the handicap as well as 
the excessive exuberance of German romantics, particularly 
that of Humboldt who had declared, ' [ Gitii was] the most 
beautiful, presumably the only real philosophical poem of 
all known literatures'173, Hegel had to perforce depend on 
translations. H e consulted Humboldt's compatriot-in
Indology Arthur Wilhelm von Schlegel's (1767-1845) Latin 
translation of the Gila published in l 823 along with Charles 
Wilkins' English rendition. Sentences like 'Wilkins gives in 
his transla tion th(; more precise expressions'~ 74 clearly 
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indicate that H egel was more inclined to accept the reading 
offered by East India Company's employee than the one 
furnished by the German romanticist. 

It is interesting to note that at places H egel attempted 
to sum up the philosophical content of the Gitii by zeroing 
on 2.47-the first line of which in its English and Latin 
incarnations had the particle of prohibition and not the 
particle of negation for mii. The chief proponent of German 
Ideology, unbeknown to him, echoed Sari.kara when he said, 
'We can generally subsume the great interests of our intellect 
under the two aspects of the theoretical and the practical of 
which the former refers to knowledge [Erkennen], the latter 
to action [Handeln] '.175 But then, deducing from Humboldt's 
exposition, Hegel forwarded the view that ' [the Gitii] dealt 
with the practical interests [by] the principle [that spelt out] 
the necessity to give up all claims to the fruits of action, to all 
results' .176 After allowing for the unwarranted replacemen t 
of the particle of negation by the particle of prohibition in 
2.47 first line in a fashion most insidious, H egel proceeded 
to demonstrate that the scheme of practices which postulated 
'th e whole person .. .in one's indifference to the fruits of 
actions'177 was bound to inculcate insensitivity to the question 
of 'moral duties I obligations' 178 or 'moral freedom' 179 . 

Striking the caustic strident note, Hegel wrote dryly, ' [since] 
a fru it is inseparable from the performed action ... the more 
senselessly and stupidly an action [was] performed, the greater 
[was] the involved indiffe rence towards success' 180. H egel 
concluded, even if champions of the Gitii were charmed hy 
the 'great poetic effect' 181 produced by the statement 
karmar,Ly eva te adhikaral} mii phale~ kadiicana, the effect was 
empty in content because Krishna's 'practical principle' 
could not but culminate in enforcing the unbearable 
condition of 'endurance of a deed and thoughtless state>I82 
upon men-in the ultimate analysis, 2.47 first line did nb 
better than encourage 'stupid obedience to actions and 
outward deeds' 183. 

No matter how misdirected was Hegel 's oriental ist 
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approach to the Gttii, his treatment of 2.47 first line done 
with the covert assistance of the particle of prohibition 
throws, albeit retrospectively, sufficient light on the 
subsequent 2.4 7-centric engineering of the Gila-an 
engineering that, for most parts, relied on the explicit 
foregrounding of the particle of prohibition. 

v 
It being meant for the people at large, there is pleasing repetition in [the 
Gita]'. 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, 
'The Message of the Gita' 1B4 [1931] 

The 2.4 7-centric engineering of the Gitii has a number 
of profound consequences. Some of them are: 
1. Gitii is virtually promoted from the qrder of Smrti to that 

of Sruti--from being a middle-ranking text empowered to 
assist in further corroborating a saying from the Veda
Upani~ads-Brahmasutra cluster but disempowered to negate 
the saying, Gitii becomes auto-referential; from a certain 
point of time it begins to get reckoned as the ultimate 
repository of unas~lable Truths. 
These two examples should be sufficient to show what 
was Gitii's assignment of scriptural rank in the pre
modern era: both Sankara and Ramanuja in their 
commentary on the one-word aphorism Smrtescha or 
'And on account of Smrti' of Brahmasutra 1.2.6 cite a 
number of verses from the Gitii; the arch-proponent of 
(unqualified) non-dualism as well as the arch-proponent 
of qualified non-dualism refer to Gitii only to buttress 
argumenf.:<i purportedly contained in 'originary' texts. 185 

Rem arking on Ramanuja's attitude towards the Gita, 
].A.B. Buitenen has written in the 'Introduction ' to his 
'condensed rendering' of Ramanuja's commentary on 
the Gitii: 'What does the G!ta mean to Ramanuja? Being 
Smfli i ts task is to support the sruti, that is to clarify the 
purport of the Vedas•.186 
It is only in the modern pe riod that Gita's role is 
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enhanced from being augmentative to authoritative. This 
enhancem ent takes place (mostly) at the cost of 
Brahmasutra. The more the work-described by Raja 
Rammqhun Roy (1772-1833) in 1816 as 'The Most 
ce le brated and Revered Work of Bra hmunical 
Theology•l87_fades out from the speechscape of the 
moderns intent on reactivating the legacy of Tradition, 
the more prominent gets to be the Gita. The gap created 
by the n~ar-vanishing of the Brahmasutra is filled up by 
the latter to such a degree th at it b ecomes 
commonsensical to regard the Gitii as the principal 
arbitrator of Meanings-instead of being treated as an 
appendage, as was done by Sankara or Ramanuja, it begins 
to be addressed as the highest appella te text. This 
monomaniac obsession with the Gitii.:.._a monomania 
further exacerba te d by the substantia l ide o logical 
investments made by a h ost of front-ranking nationalist 
leaders in it-succeeds in placing it in the same league 
as the Bible and the Quran. B. R. Ambedkar answered his 
own question ' [why is there] such divergence of opinion 
among scholars [regarding] the message of the Gitii' by 
asserting, it was because 'scholars [had] gone on a false 
errand .. . on the assumption tha~ it [was] a gospel as the 
Koran, the Bible or the Dhammapada [was] ' .188 After the 
1905 Swad eshi Move ment in Be ngal it becom es 
increasingly difficult to not to consider the Gita as The 
Book of the Hindus. And, this rise of the Book is co
terminus with the consolidation of a reading apparatus 
which has 2.47 as its focal point. 
Here is one example of the primacy granted to 2.47 in 
the modern evaluation of the Gitii. In his 'Introduction' 
to the Bangla translation of the Gitii by Sri Sitaram 
Omkarnath-a translation in which the latter part of 2.4 7 
first line is 'let you never h ave desire for the fruits of 
karma'189- Srijib Nyayatirtha says th at the 'contradictions' 
be tween the claims of jnana and karma in the Sruti 
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tradition are fully 'resolved' by Gita 2.47 and the 
'resolution' is, 'You have adhikiira}J, on karma alone; you 
ought never to crave for fruits; because, you have no 
adhikaraiJ, on fruits' .190 

2. Accepting karma = action and adhikara}J, = right as the 
two inviolable equations becoming customary, all modern 
readings of the Gitii acquire the in-build tendency of 
putting across a theory of praxis via 2.47. It also becomes 
customary to parade the theory as being ancient and yet 
of contemporary relevance, a·s being authentically Indian 
yet possessing universal appeal. 
(B.R. Arnbedkar, the 'father' of the Indian constitution, 
had written in the 1950's in 'Krishna and His Gita' which 
was a chapter of his uncompleted work Revolution and 
Counter-revolution: 'Most writers on the Bhagvad Gita 
translate the word Karma yoga as 'action' and the word 
Jnana yoga as ' knowledge ' and proceed to discuss the 
Bhagvad Gita as though it was engaged in comparing 
and contrasting knowledge versus action in a generalized 
form. This is quite wrong.'l 191 

3. The word karmay,ogi becomes far too flexible: it now 
connotes 'a man of action', an energetic man capable of 
achieving what he sets out to achieve. In the new regime 
of meanings, karmayogi is rajas personified. · 

4. But, since the karmayogi is naturally assumed to be a tyag'i., 
that is, a person not attached to the results flowing from 
his actions and full to brim with the sattva mode, he does 
not get sullied even if h e destroys the entire world 
(18.17). Karmayogi thus is that fantastic agent who is 
absolved of all responsibility- neither culpable nor 
answerable, he bows to no court or community. 

5. Exchanging 'renunciation of karma' with 'abandonment 
of fruits of karma' in order to fix the profile of sannyasi 
h as the effect of equt;~.ting sannyas with tyiiga and uniting 
the ' renouncer' and the 'man of actio n' in the same 
body! 
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[It really is striking that the modern Indian version of 
'unity of theory and practice'-an absurd notion of 
jiianakarmasamuchhaibiid I ' Philosophy of Praxis'-was 
championed not only by opponents of Sarikara but also 
by those ideologues who professed to ima~e the 'nation' 
by drawing intellectual sustenance from Sailkara's non
dualism. For example: Satis Chandra Mukherjee (1865-
1948) , a close friend of Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902) 
and the moving spirit of the famous Dawn Society, opened 
his equally famous journal The Dawn (March 1897) with 
two consecutive articles titled 'What is Truth?' and 'A 
Plea for Karmakanda'-in the first Satis Chandra 
explicated on Sankara's theory of maya or 'nescience' 
and in the second, pleaded that due to pressures of 
modernity it would be prudent to give up on Sankara's 
uncompromising stand on the inconsonance between 
jiiana and karma and aim for a synthesis of the two. 192] 

As a way of conclusion le t us briefly touch upon the readings 
of 2.47 by three ideologues who were hailed by Jawaharlal 
~ehru in The Discovery of India as being the providers of 
mterpretation of action in modern terms'. It is more than 

remarkable that all three of them-Aurobindo Ghosh, Bal 
Gangadhar Tilak and Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
furnish specimens which illustrate the extraordina ry 
he~eneutic re-adjustments the sloka were subjected to with 
the smgle-minded purpose of endowing the karmayogi with 
a larger-than-life profile. 
1. Gita moves to the arena of Realpolitik during the swadeshi 

days. Looking back to the volatile period 1905-08, the 
~arrator of Rabindranath's short story 'Samskar' (or 
_Reform' I 'Inherited Values': 1928) says, 'In those days 
if th~ police found Gita' in anyone's house they used to 
take tt as a sure-fire proof of sedition'.193 Although star
studded by spectacular figures such as Ullaskar Dutta-K ., 

ana• al Dutta-Barindrakumar Ghosh-Upenranath 
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Banerji and of course the First Martyr, the adolescent 
Kshudiram Bose, the master-mind of the Swadeshi 
Movement was Aurobindo Ghosh. Involved with the 
Swadeshi Movement's English mouthorgan the Bande 
Mataram Daily from its inception on 7 August 1906, 
Aurobindo became its 'chief editorial writer' from 
sometime towards the end of 1906 and remained so till 
the d e mise of the journal in May 1908; he was also the 
guiding spirit of Bande Malaram Weekly which resumed 
publication in June 1907. It is more than revealing that 
the name of the English 'weekly review' that Aurobindo 
floated after Bande Mataram folded up and ran between 
19 June 1909 and 12 March 1910 was Karmayogin. 
Aurobindo laid down the founding principles of the 
'Doctrine of Passive Resistance' and provided the 
theoretical defense of the morality of boycotting British 
goods in the pages of Bande Malaram Daily194 . The 'first 
[person] to discern a peculiar significance in the religious 
semiotics of the song [Bande Mataram]' 195

, Aurobindo 
christened Bankim 's poem in 1907 the 'mantra' of a 
new 'religion of patriotism'; Aurobindo himself translated 
the poem into English , both in meter and in prose, and 
printed the two versions of the 'National Anthem of 
Bengal' in the pages of Karmayogin on 20 November 
1909. 196 Above all, Aurobindo was principally 
instrume ntal in fleshing an anti-imperialist rhetoric in 
the language of the Gitii. That Aurobindo too, despite 
citing ve rses and chapters from the Gitii in his 
innumerable fiery speeches, was inclined to view 2.47 as 
the kern-sloka of the Gitii is indirectly borne out by his 
famous 'Uttarpara Speech'. He delivered it on 30 May 
1909, about three weeks after his release from police
custody and a few weeks before his departure to 
Pondicherry. Mter describing his surreal experiences 
of mee ting Kr~t:la in jail and of being gifted a copy of the 
Gilii. by Arjuna's Teacher Himself, Aurobindo summed 
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up the political-spiritua l signifi cance of the Holy 
Encounter by saying, 'He demands of those who aspire 
to do His work ... to do work for Him without the demand 
for fruit...He made me realise the central truth of the 
Hindu re ligion ' .197 There is little doubt that the Gitii 
Aurobindo was consulting then was the 1905 edition of 
the Th eosophist Sup re mo Ann ie Besant's English 
translation .198 And, in Besant's tran slation, no t only does 
2.47 take the shape 'Thy business with action only, never 
with its fruits', the note on syntax accompanying the sloka 
carries the information that mii is a particle of n egation 
meaning 'not' .199 · 

2.4 7 came very handy after the disaste r of May 1908. 
Following the police crack-down and virtual dissolution 
of the firebrand variety of Swadeshi, one of the Bangia 
mouthpieces of the Movement Yuganlar counseled,i ts 
read e rs to take solace from 2.47, ' the ma ntra of 
karmaji ban [o r the karma-life ]' .200 It is n o wonder 
therefore that Hemchandra Kanungo (1871-1950)-the 
most prominent intellectual-organizer of the Movement 
and who unlike his Mentor spent years in the Andaman 
j ail-predisposed as h e was to regard the particle-of
negation oriented , compact 2.47 as the correct form of 
the sloka, wrote in his bitter autobiography Banglai Biplab 
Prachesta (serialized in a j oumal: 1922 to 1927; publish ed 
as book: 1928), 'You h ave adhikar' in harma alone, not 
in its fruits ... Perhaps it is due to the influence of this 
teaching of the Gitii that almost every attempt at doing· 
someth ing b en eficia l fo r the country h as m et with 
failure' _201 

2. In 1915, ten years after the (first) 'Partition of Bengal' , 
appeared th e fully-accom plished , decisive accoun t of 
Gitii as the 'Gospel of Karmayoga' in Marathi . T h e 
'authoritative' text, penned by Bal Gangadhar Tilak, was 
named. Srimad BhagavadGitii-Rahasya or Karma-Yoga
Sastra (m short: Gita-Rahasya). Its huge success is attested 
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by the fact that the 1915 Marathi book was translated 
into Hindi in 1917, into Gujarati in 1917, into Kannad 
in 1919, into Telegu in 1919, into Bangia in 1924 and 
into English in 1936.202 The Bangia transla tor was 
Jyotirindranath Thakur,_ one of Rabindranath 's elder 
brothers. Tilak contests Sankara's textual appropriation 
ofthe Gitaon behalfofthe sannyiisibyevery philosophical 
arsenal a t his disposal-including those borrowed from 
Schopenhauer, Nietzsche or Darwin. Mter a protracted 
eight-hundred page long incisive analysis, Tilak surmises: 

a) 'Karma-Yoga is the only subj ect of the Git:a.'203 

b) 'There is no also no doubt that all other imports 
which have been ascribed to the Gita-... especially 
[the import] of sannyas (Renunciation)-are merely 
doctrine-supporting' .204 

c) 'The entire import of the Karma-Yoga is given in a 
short and beautiful form [in 2.4 7]; nay, on e may even 
safely say that [the] four parts of [2.47] are the catuh 
sutri [or, 'four aphorisms' ] of the Karma-Yoga.'205 

d) Now, ' the word karma as used in the exposition made 
in the Gita must n o t b e taken in th e res tricted 
m eaning of Actions prescribed by the Srutis or Smrtis, 
but in a more comprehensive m eaning. In short, 
[karma is] all the Actions which a man performs•.206 

e) Taking in to cognizance all possibilities, the best sense 
of karma is karvatya-karma I 'Duty' or vihita-karma I 
'Proper Action ' .207 

Tilak's explicatio n on 2.47, the collation of four 
aph orisms in which the th eory of Karma-Yoga was supposed 
to h ave crystallized, amounts to: 'Your adhikiira}J, or authority 
extends only to the performance of karma or Proper Action; 
the Fruit, is n ever within you r authority (or control)
th erefore, keep on pe1·forming Proper Actions' .208 The 
(syntactically arranged) verse kannar:ty + eva+ te + adhikara(1 
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+ kadacana + phale~u + ( adhikiira!J,) + ma (first line) 
karmaphalahetur + mii+ bhur, akarma7J.i + te + sango + ma +astv 
(second line) is thus indeed condensed. 

It would be highly irregular if we omit the trenchant 
criticism of action-based interpretation of the Cita that was 
proffered by the editor of Karmayogin after h e settled down 
in Pondicherry and emerged as Sri Aurobindo in his second 
innings. Sri Aurobindo began serializing his Essays on the Gita 
in the pages of Arya from August 1916, just a year after the 
publication of Tilak's Cita-Rahasya in June 1915. In the 
f~mrth essay of the series 'The Core of The Teaching', Sri 
Aurobindo minced no words in chastising Bankimchandra 
Chattopadhyay for being the first person to have rendered 
the Gita with the 'new sense of a Gospel of Duty' misguiding 
thus the 'modems' that followed him to sink into the miasma 
of false interpretation.209 Without naming the pioneers, the 
misdirected adventurers who tread the Bankim-track, 
Aurobindo rebuked them a ll by saying, 'We are told 
continually by many authoritative voices that the 
Gita ... proclaims with no uncertain sound the gospel of 
human action, the ideal of disinterested performance of 
social duties, nay, even, it would seem, the quite modern 
ideal of social service. To all this I can reply that very patently 
and even on the very surface of it the Gita does nothing of 
the kind and that this is a modern misreading, a reading of 
the modem mind into an ancient book' .210 And, what has 
been the result of the confusing 'misreading' of the Gita 
along the lines of Dogma of action among people in general? 
Sri Aurobindo 's answer: it has culminated in laying 'an almost 
exclusive stress ... on the phrase 'Thou hast a right to action, 
but none to the fruits of action" which is now popularly 
quoted as the great word, mahavakya, of the Gita' .211 

3. The person deeply moved by Tilak's Gita-Rahasya 
was Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi. Spending his days of 
incarccralion in prison during the 1919 Non-cooperation 
Movement, Gandhi turned his attention lo lhc Gita. In early 
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youth Gandhi had savoured with much delight Edwin 
Arnold's The Song Celestial. He himse lf reports in his 
autobiography: 'I have read almost all the English translations 
of [the Gila], and I regard Sir EdWin Arnold's as the best'. 212 

And, when Gandhi's Gujarati translation of the Gila carne 
out- surely a coincidence, but nonetheless a startling one 
that it came out on 12 March 1930, exactly on the day Gandhi 
set out on the 'Dandi March ' in protest against the salt-tax 
levied by the British government- readers learned from its 
'Introduction' that it was Tilak who re-kindled his interest 
in the Gila. Gandhi ' finished' the writing of the 
'Introduction' in Gujarati on 24 June 1929; it was 
immediately translated into Hindi, Bangia and Marathi; and, 
Gandhi himself translated the 'Introduction' into English 
under the title 'Anasaktiyoga: The Message of the Gita'-it 
was published in the columns of Young India on 6th August 
1931.213 The 'Message of the Gita' is particularly memorable 
for its account of an exceedingly generous gift-Tilak had 
gifted to Gandhi along with a copy of the Marathi original of 
Gita-Rahasya, copies of its Hindi and Gujarati translations.214 

And Gandhi, then physically alienated from the masses due 
to the barriers of four walls, poured over the Gujarati Gitii
Rahasya-it was that study undertaken in isolation in 1919 
which 'wh etted [his] appetite for more and [he] glanced 
through several works on the Gita'. 215 This venturing out 
induced Gandhi to construct three full-scale texts: (a) a 
series of lectures de livered from 24 February 1926 to 27 
November 1926 (English version: Discourses on the Gitii); (b) 
Gujarati translation of the Gitii (12 March 1930); (c) a series 
of eighteen le tters each containing a gist of one of the 
eighteen chapters of the Gitii (begun on 4 November 1930; 
English version: known again as Discourses on the Gitii). 

Gandhi had written to Dhan Gopal Mukherjee (1890-
1936 )-also a translator of the Gila who dedicated his English 
translation of the Book to Jawaharlal Nchru216_in a letter 
dated 7 September 1928: ' ... it is as a general statement quite 
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true that my life is based upon the teachings of the Gtta: .217 

It goes with out saying that to 'base' his life upon the 
teachings of the Gita: Gandhi could not afford to toe the 
swadeshi type pro-violence reading of the 'Song Celestial'. 
To wrench th e Book from the hands of pistol-carrying 
'terrorists' and tum it into The Gospel of Ahimsa or 'non
violence', Gandhi adopted quite a few remarkable textual 
strategies. Some of which are: 

a) 2.47 first line: karmane bishe ja tane adhikarh (kabu) 
che, temanthi nipajatan anek phalane bishe kadi nah{218 

(Gujarati original): 'Action alone is thy province, 
never the fruits thereof219

. 

Gandhi sticks to the particle of negation in 
negotiating with ma and substitutes the stated I 
unstated adhikara/:L by kabu, a word quite proximate 
to Tilak'~ 'authority' or 'control'. In add ition to 
emphasizing that the cardinal teaching of the Gita 
was 'renunciation of fruits of action' 220

, Gandhi 
refuses to grant any degree of specificity to the art of 
sannyas. He writes in his introductory essay 'The 
Message of the Gita': 'Renunciation means 
hankering after fruit .... The sannyas of the Oita will 
not tolerate complete cessation of all activity' .221 

Having removed the sannyasi (and the 'warrior' or 
the khatriya by insisting that 'pe rfect renunciation 
[was] impossible without perfect observance of 
ahimsa•222) from the purview of be ing the proper 
addressee of the Book, Gandhi foregrounds the 
vaisya or the 'merch ant'. He says with utter 
nonchalance that the Gita has 'dispelled' the 
~ommon 'delusion' that 'one cannot act religiously 
m mercantile and other such matters' .223 

b) To simultaneously craft the figure of the karmayogl
merchant and hold on to the pledge of ahimsii', 
Gandhi performs an cxLraordinary feat: he proposes 
to introduce a 'slight' change in the original text. On 
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24 and 25 March 1926 Gandhi spoke on 2.47. In the 
rather elaborate discourse on 2.4 7 we receive the 
amazing. n ews that h e prefers to read akarmar:ti + te + 
sango + mii +astv of the second line as karmar:ti + te + 
sango + mii +astv: 'I [say] karmar:ti instead of akarmar:ti, 
for that is how I always read this verse' . 224 The 
commentator, in contra-distinction to the practice 
of commentary-writing, alters the original sloka by 
crossing out the a of akarmar:ti and thereby tum the 
word into its exact opposite. Gandhi's amendments 
lead to: 

• Uust as Edwin Arnold's The Song Celestial suggests) 
karma = right deeds. 

• Hence, by the logic of binary opposition, akarma7Ji = 
wrong deeds and 'not having the urge to renounce 
the fruits of action' is one sure 'wrong deed'. 

• Now, if akarma7Ji is replaced by karmar:ti in the fourth 
aphorism, then the Message of 2.4 7 and by extension 
the Message of the Gitii becomes: 'Right deed alone 
is thy province, never the fruits thereof; let not thy 
motive be the fruits of the right deed, nor shouldst 
thou be attached to the right deed' . 
[Although, due to the replacement of akarma7Ji by 
karma7Ji the phrase 'You should not be attached to 
the right deed' has the air of being an aphorism a la 
Sailkara, its political implication cannot be grasped 
in terms of non-dualist Vedanta. What it does is to 
draw sharp line of distinction between the bomb
wielding Gila-mouthing te rrorist like the violent 
swadeshi who in the pursuit of his goal of armed 
sahimsa resistance has no ethical compunction about 
the 'fruits' his 'actions' bring forth and the charkiir 
spinning Gila-mouthing pacifist like Gandhi who in 
the pursuit of his goal of disarming ahimsa resistance 
thinks twice before encouraging others to fructify 
the agenda of actions set by him.225] 
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Postscript 

The swadeshispokesman, the rajas-sparkling karmayog;tSandip 
of Rabindranath's Ghare-Baire, the ndvel that ' has 
immortalized [the] grandeur and pettiness, [the] triumphs 

. •226 1 . . 
and ... tragedies [of] the swadeshr age ! proc arms m a 
thunderous speech: 'This is not the moment to pon~er ?ver 
dharma-karma or moral conduct-the need of the hour rs to 
act cruelly, unjustly with no consideration or hesitation 
whatsoever' .227 Indranath is another swadeshi thinker who 
appears in Rabindranath's novel Char Adhyay ['Four 
Chapters': 1934]. Mocking the faint-hearted sentimental 
ones, he says, 'This is what Kr~lfa taught Arjuna ... [on the 
field of battle]: Don't be cruel but be dispassionate in matters 
of Duty ... And, what after that? Karma?J,y eva 'dhikaras te ma 
phale~u kadacana. ' 228 The first-p e rson narra to r; of 
Rabindranath's short-story 'Namanjur Galpo' ['The Rejected 
Story': 1925]-the story writte n immediately before 
'Samskar' (1928)-is an ex-swadeshi who nonetheless stands 
behind the 'footlight' when prompted by Gandhi, khaddar
clad charka-tuming political players occupy the centre-stage. 
The narrator believes himself to be in the same company 
with swadeshi stalwarts like 'Ullaskar [Dutta]-Kanai [lal Dutta]
Barin [drakumar Ghosh]-Upendra[nath Banerji] ' .229 But, 
af_te r b e ing se nt to j a il for pa rti c ipating in the Civil 
Drsobe dience Moveme nt, the e rstwhile swadeshi now a 
Gandhian, seeks solace not in Gila 2.47 but in 2.45-he keeps 
chanting to himself, 'do thou become free , 0 Arjuna, from 
the three-fold modes [of lamas, rajas and sattva] .230 

Perhaps it is not for nothing that Gora, the hot-headed 
m_ercurial he ro of Rabindranath's novel Cora [published in 
a joumal: 1907 to 1909; published fully in book-form: 1910], 
the young man who can go to extremes to counter the daily 
ordeal of facing racist humiliation and discrimination from 
th e colon ial masters, finds himself d efeated in executing 
one ? f his ch erish ed plan s. T o give a fitting reply to an 
Engh sh mission ary's criticisms of 'Hindu' scriptures and 
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practices, Cora imme:rses himself in the study of 'Sacred 
Books'. H e pre pares to write a book in English titled 
Hinduism. 231 In the process he dives into the ocean of Vedanta 
philosophy.232 And, the fall-out is, Cora's Hinduism remains 
unwritte n. 

Again, perhaps it is not for nothing that T. S. Eliot (1888-
1965), the modernist chron icle r of the 'Waste Land ' 
populated b y lost souls 'undone' by 'death' , in the course of 
composing in Four Qy,artets [1944] a poetic history premised 
on the maxim 'Time present and time past I Are both 
perhaps present in time future , I And time future contained 
in time past' paused for a while to whisper to himse lf: 'I 
sometimes wonder if that is what Krishna meant-/ .. . as when 
he admonished AI] una I On the field of battle I ... do not 
think of the fruit of action'. 233 
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